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Abstract Empirical studies have revealed that teachers face problems when

assessing task difficulty for their students. By drawing on research that focuses on

how individuals assess what others know, we argue that these difficulties are a

consequence of the imputation of one’s own knowledge to others (i.e., social pro-

jection). In particular, we tested the assumption that individuals impute more of

their own knowledge to others, the more they elaborate what these others might

know. In a first experiment, students were asked to judge task difficulty for their best

friend. In the second experiment, teacher trainees were asked to assess task diffi-

culty for 9th graders. Results revealed that individuals, who deeply elaborated when

assessing task difficulty for another person, more closely relied on their own rating

of task difficulty than individuals with a lower elaboration depth. These findings

support the notion that social projection becomes stronger, the deeper individuals

elaborate.
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1 Introduction

In their daily work, educators regularly have to assign tasks to students. This

particularly holds when it comes to enhancing students’ learning or to assessing

learning outcomes. Teachers must consider task difficulty in order to enable

learning and to foster motivation, by choosing tasks that fit students’ performance

level (Helmke and Schrader 1987). Further, when it comes to choosing tasks for the

assessment of learning outcomes, teachers must pick items that are neither too easy

nor too hard. Otherwise, if the test items were too easy, all students would be able to

solve them and, therefore, items would lack discriminatory power. Also, if the items

were too difficult, they would create confusion, decrease motivation, loss of

concentration, and test anxiety and, thus, diminish validity of the performance

assessment (Stanley 1971). Finally, teachers also should have accurate assessments

of the difficulty of tasks for students or even classes, as difficult tasks require more

preparation and effort. This aspect has become increasingly important with the

growth of standardized testing and high-stakes testing, because more is at stake for

individuals, teachers, and even schools on the results. Hence, in educational settings

it is very important to ensure the teachers’ capability to accurately assess task

difficulty.

However, previous research demonstrates teachers’ difficulties in judging item

difficulty (for a review see van de Watering and van de Rijt 2006). For example,

Impara and Plake (1998) asked teachers to assess the difficulty of test items for 6th

graders. Comparing teachers’ assessments and empirical item difficulty showed that

teachers did correctly judge item difficulty only 41 % of the time while

overestimating item difficulty in 48 % of the cases. Interestingly, this effect

occurred even though teachers were familiar with both items and students. Van de

Watering and van de Rijt (2006) found similar effects: While teachers’ assessment

of item difficulty was only correct for a small proportion of the evaluated items,

most of the items were more difficult for students than teachers had expected. These

findings suggest that it seems to be very hard for teachers to assess task difficulty

accurately. However, until now little is known about the reasons for teachers’ faulty

difficulty assessments. The goal of the present paper is to make a first step in closing

this gap by drawing on research that focuses on the question of how individuals

assess what others know (see Nickerson 1999). In particular, we propose that

teachers’ inability to correctly assess item difficulty might be due to social

projection (for an overview Marks and Miller 1987).

1.1 Assessment of what others know and social projection

When one has to assess what others know, one constructs a mental model of the

others’ knowledge. In the absence of specific information about the other, one

shapes a mental default model of what the others know starting with a model of

one’s own knowledge and adjusting it trough taking into account any ways in which

one believes one’s knowledge to be specific or unusual. Hence, one basically

imputes one’s own knowledge to others (Nickerson 1999). For example, if teachers
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assess task difficulty for their students, they construct a mental model of their

students’ knowledge concerning the task. If the teachers lack any specific

information about how difficult the task is for the students, they construct a mental

model of their students’ knowledge based on how difficult they perceive the task

themselves. Thus, the teachers impute their own experience of task difficulty to their

students.

Imputing ones’ knowledge to others generally is a cost-effective use of cognitive

resources. Often, it is the best default assumption one can make, especially in the

absence of deviating information (Nickerson 1999). It becomes maladaptive,

however, if one overestimates the commonality of one’s own knowledge. The

phenomenon of overestimating the similarity between one’s own and others’

personal qualities is called social projection (Cho and Knowles 2013). Empirical

research demonstrates social projection to occur for beliefs, attributes, behaviors,

and other personal characteristics (for an overview see Marks and Miller 1987). For

example, Kawada et al. (2004) demonstrated social projection to occur for

motivational goals. Also, Nickerson et al. (1987) found social projection in

assessments of task difficulty. They asked US college students to estimate the

probability that other students would know the answers to questions on different

subjects and, afterwards, to answer the respective questions themselves. If they were

able to answer the questions, participants were further asked to express their degree

of confidence of the correctness of their answer; otherwise they were to report their

degree of confidence of their ability to select the correct answer from among a set of

alternatives. This was done to see if individuals really knew the right answer (as

indicated by a correct answer and a high degree of confidence of the correctness of

one’s answer) or at least if they thought they knew the right answer (as indicated by

a wrong answer, but a high confidence that one’s answer is correct or could at least

be recognized). This procedure was chosen, as the authors not only expected

individuals to impute what they really knew to others, but also what they believed to

know. The results supported this assumption: Participants who (thought they) had a

bit of knowledge demonstrated a tendency to estimate its commonality to be greater

than those participants who did not (think themselves to) have the same bit of

knowledge. Furthermore, the results suggest that participants overestimated the

commonality of their knowledge.

1.2 The present research

Past research identified several factors that influence the degree of social

projection (for an overview see Brenner and Bilgin 2011). For example, Ames

(2004) demonstrated one’s perceived similarity with others to affect the

magnitude of social projection. Nickerson (1999) argued that high familiarity

with the respective topic might lead to over-imputation of what one knows to

others. Furthermore, Kelley and Jacoby (1996) found idiosyncratic experience of

task difficulty resulting in social projection. The present research contributes to

these findings by exploring elaboration depth as a moderator of social projection:

We argue that social projection should be stronger the deeper one elaborates what

others know. In particular, we propose that one overestimates the commonality of
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one’s own knowledge the more one thinks about how difficult the task would be

for others, because in the absence of specific information about the other, one must

rely on other factors, like self-related knowledge information (Wood 1982). Thus,

the deeper one elaborates on the difficulty assessment, the more self-related

information one will retrieve from memory, resulting in a higher degree of social

projection.

Two experiments were designed to test this assumption. In the first experiment,

students assessed task difficulty of verbal analogies for their best friend. In the

second experiment, we tested our hypothesis in an educational setting and asked

teacher trainees to assess the difficulty of tasks used in the Programme for

International Student Assessment (PISA) for 9th graders. In both studies, deeper

elaboration was experimentally induced by explicitly stressing the importance of an

accurate difficulty assessment and, thus, producing personal relevance. This was

done because, in general, individuals prefer accurate models of what specific others

know to inaccurate ones (Nickerson 1999). Hence, reminding individuals of this

preference should motivate them to elaborate deeper. In particular, we investigated

the following hypothesis: In the absence of specific information, individuals, who

engage in deeper elaboration induced by a high motivation for an accurate

assessment, should be more likely to rely on their own experience of task difficulty

(i.e. demonstrate a higher degree of social projection) when assessing task difficulty

for another, than individuals who elaborate less deeply.

2 Study 1

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Subjects and design

Throughout this paper, we calculated the sample size to obtain sufficient power

(80 % to detect an existing effect; Cohen 1988) using G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al.

2009). Power analysis, assuming an effect of the predicted two-way interaction on

the task difficulty assessment for another of f 2 ¼ :20; revealed an N of 52. Based on

previous experience, we estimated 2 days of data collection to be necessary to reach

the minimum sample size and stopped after these 2 days. Thus, 58 students (52 %

women) from the University of Mannheim (Mage = 23.83 years, SD = 3.92, range

18–38 years) with different study subjects participated in a study labeled ‘‘Difficulty

assessments for myself and others’’ for a reimbursement of 8 € (at that time

approximately 10 US $). Participants were recruited via advertisement. The

experiment lasted about 60 min.

2.1.2 Materials and procedure

After giving written informed consent, participants were seated in front of a laptop

and randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. In the first part of the
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experiment, participants received different tasks with verbal, figural, and

emotional content, including a task entitled ‘‘Task C’’ which consisted of verbal

analogies taken from an intelligence test. Task C starts with a pair of words that

are related to one another (e.g., ‘‘acid:alkali’’). Also, a third word is presented

(e.g., ‘‘thesis:?’’) starting another pair of words. The third word needs to be

supplemented with one word from a given list of five words [e.g., ‘‘(1) axiom, (2)

antithesis, (3) synthesis, (4) aspect, (5) argument.’’] according to the relationship

between the first two words. The correct answer [e.g., ‘‘(2) antithesis’’] was stated

underneath task C for participants to see. After familiarizing themselves with task

C, participants were asked to rate the difficulty of task C with regard to the self

(i.e., ‘‘To me, tasks of type C are…’’) using a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (very

easy) to 5 (very hard). Then, participants received several distraction tasks

unrelated to task C and lasting about 40 min. These tasks were included to achieve

a clearer separation between items for assessing self-related task difficulty and

items for assessing task difficulty for another person. After completing the

distractions tasks, participants again received different tasks with verbal, figural,

and emotional content including a task entitled ‘‘Task F’’. Task F also consisted of

verbal analogies similar to those in task C and with—according to the tests’

manual—equal empirical task difficulty. However, this time participants were

asked to rate task difficulty with regard to their best friend (i.e., ‘‘For my best

friend, I think tasks of type F are …’’) using the same 5-point scale ranging from 1

(very easy) to 5 (very hard). Before the rating, depth of elaboration was

manipulated for participants of the experimental condition (high elaboration

depth, n = 31) as they were given the following information:

In many life areas, for example in a job, it is important to be able to make

accurate assessments about others. Therefore, we ask you to think thoroughly

about your judgment to give an accurate assessment.

Participants of the control condition (low elaboration depth, n = 27) were not given

such information. After the rating of task difficulty for the best friend, participants

were asked to judge depth of elaboration as a manipulation check with one item

(i.e., ‘‘I thoroughly thought about my judgment in order to give an accurate

assessment.’’). In a final step, participants answered demographic items (age,

gender, subject of studies, and first language). Then, participants were thanked,

paid, and fully debriefed.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Manipulation check

A t test for independent groups proved the manipulation of elaboration depth to be

successful. Participants in the high elaboration depth condition reported a

significantly deeper elaboration after reading the advice to thoroughly think about

their difficulty judgment (M = 4.73, SD = 0.76) than participants of the low

elaboration depth condition (M = 3.87, SD = 0.80), t(56) = -4.16, p\ .001,

d = 1.10.
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2.2.2 Assessment of task difficulty

A multiple linear regression analysis was applied to test the hypothesis that judges

are more likely to rely on their own assessment of task difficulty while assessing

task difficulty for another person when involved in deeper elaboration. Accordingly,

for the prediction of task difficulty assessments for the best friend (Difficother), a

significant coefficient was expected for the interaction terms of the experimental

condition (low vs. high elaboration depth) and task difficulty assessments for the

self (Difficself). Throughout this paper, Difficother as the criterion and Difficself as a

predictor were standardized, and the interaction term was then computed by

multiplying Difficself by the experimental condition (0 = low elaboration depth,

1 = high elaboration depth).

The mean of participants’ difficulty ratings for their best friend was 2.36

(SD = 1.41). The results of the first regression can be seen in Table 1 (left column).

Displayed are the unstandardized regression coefficients (B), the standard errors

[SE(B)], and the standardized regression coefficients (b*). R for the regression was

marginally significantly different from zero, F(3, 54) = 2.39, p = .079. Altogether,

11.7 % (6.8 % adjusted) of the variability of Difficother was predicted by the

independent variables. As predicted, the interaction term of Difficself and the

experimental condition showed a statistically significant effect in the equation,

t(55) = 2.026, p = .048. The standardized coefficient was b* = .37.

To investigate the nature of this interaction, we used the recoding procedure

suggested by Cohen et al. (2003). The influence of the self-related assessment of

task difficulty (as represented by Difficself) on the assessment of task difficulty for

the best friend (as represented by Difficother) for the low elaboration depth condition

could be seen as we coded low elaboration depth to be 0 and high elaboration depth

to be 1. Given this coding, as expected, the main effect of Difficself was not

significant, t\ 1 (see left column of Table 1). Finally, to test the influence of the

self-related assessment of task difficulty on the assessment of task difficulty for the

best friend for the high elaboration depth condition, we coded high elaboration

Table 1 Summary of regression analysis for variables predicting task difficulty assessment for a best

friend depending on the coding of elaboration depth in study 1

Variable Coding of elaboration depth

(0 = low, 1 = high)

Coding of elaboration depth

(0 = high, 1 = low)

B SE(B) b* B SE(B) b*

Elaboration depth .27 .26 .13 -.27 .26 -.13

Difficself -.10 .18 -.10 .42 .18 .42**

Elaboration depth 9 Difficself .52 .26 .37** -.52 .26 -.36**

N = 58. For coding of elaboration depth, in the left column, elaboration depth is coded as follows:

0 = low elaboration depth, and 1 = high elaboration depth. For coding of elaboration depth, in the right

column, elaboration depth is coded as follows: 0 = high elaboration depth, and 1 = low elaboration

depth. Difficself task difficulty assessments for the self. ** p\ .05
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depth to be 0 and low elaboration depth to be 1. Given this coding, as expected, the

main effect of Difficself was significant, t(55) = 2.38, p = .021, indicating that the

assessment of task difficulty for the best friend increased with higher self-related

assessment of task difficulty (see right column of Table 1; Fig. 1). We also tested

for possible interaction effects with sex of participants. We did not find a significant

two- or three-way interaction effect with sex of participants, all ps[ .10. Most

importantly, the expected two-way interaction of Difficself and the experimental

condition was still significant (t(50) = 2.393, p = .020 in such a model).

Independent from other predictors, we found a main effect of sex of participants,

t(50) = 2.257, p = .028. Females reported higher difficulty ratings for their best

friend (M = 2.77, SD = 1.50) than males (M = 1.93, SD = 1.18).

2.3 Discussion of study 1

We expected participants who were involved in deeper elaboration to more likely

rely on their own assessment of task difficulty when assessing task difficulty for

another person than participants who were involved in lower elaboration. The

results confirm this hypothesis: Individuals who were induced to deeply elaborate

when assessing task difficulty for their best friend more closely relied on their own

rating of task difficulty than individuals who were induced to elaborate less deeply.

These results give support to the notion, that social projection becomes stronger, the

deeper individuals think about task difficulty. Interestingly, this effect was not

influenced by sex of participants. However, the first study presents some challenges.

First, task difficulty assessments were made with regard to a best friend who is

usually very similar to oneself. Second, the explained variance was rather low,

which was illustrated by an only marginally significant p-value of the omnibus-F-

Test for the regression. Also, self- and other-related task difficulty was assessed by

one item only, which might have resulted in a lower reliability and reduced

(explained) variance. Therefore and to improve ecological validity, we conducted a

second study testing our hypothesis in an educational setting.

Fig. 1 Difficulty assessment for a best friend as a function of difficulty assessment for the self and
elaboration depth condition
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3 Study 2

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Subjects and design

Seventy-nine teacher trainees (90 % women) of the University of Education in

Karlsruhe, Germany (Mage = 22.3 years, SD = 3.29, range 20–40 years) and with a

mean teaching experience of 8 weeks participated in a study labeled ‘‘Assessments

of the self and others’’ for a reimbursement of 8 € (at that time approximately

10 US $). The experiment lasted about 60 min. The high proportion of females in

our sample mirrors the fact that females clearly dominate the profession of teachers

in nearly all western countries (e.g., Neugebauer et al. 2011).

3.1.2 Materials and procedure

After giving written informed consent, participants were seated in front of a laptop

and randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. First, participants answered

demographic items (age, gender, major study subject, teaching experience, and first

language). Then, participants were presented with PISA tasks (PISA 2003, 2006)

according to their main study subject. For example, participants with the main study

subject ‘‘mathematics’’ were presented a PISA task assessing mathematical literacy.

However, it was made sure that all presented tasks had equal empirical difficulty

regardless of their respective literacy focus. Participants were given time to

familiarize themselves with the given task, before they were asked to rate task

difficulty with regard to the self with one item (i.e., ‘‘To me, resolving tasks of this

type is…’’), using two different 5-point scales ranging from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very

hard) and from 1 (not very challenging) to 5 (very challenging). In order to receive

individuals’ self-related task difficulty scores (Difficself) the two ratings were

averaged for each participant. Internal consistency of the scales was good (r = .82).

After a sequence of filler tasks lasting about 40 min, participants received

another PISA task matching their major study subject. However, this time

participants were asked to put themselves in the shoes of a teacher considering

the respective task for an exam in a typical 9th grade class and to rate task difficulty

using three items (e.g., ‘‘For a typical 9th grade class, I think tasks of this type

would be …’’) and two 5-point scales ranging from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very hard)

and from 1 (not very challenging) to 5 (very challenging). In order to receive

individuals’ task difficulty scores (Difficother) the mean for all six ratings was

calculated for each participant. The six items showed high internal consistency

(alpha = .86). Before the rating, depth of elaboration was manipulated for

participants of the experimental condition (high elaboration depth, n = 39) as they

were given the following information:

For teaching success, it is important that teachers are able to judge accurately

the difficulty of tasks related to different students. This diagnostic competence

is important if teachers plan exams or chose practice tasks for the class. On
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average, the chosen tasks should neither demand too little nor too much.

Therefore, we kindly ask you to thoroughly think about your judgment to give

an assessment as accurate as possible.

Participants of the control condition (low elaboration depth, n = 40) were not given

this information. After the rating, to check efficiency of manipulation, participants

were asked to judge depth of elaboration with one item (i.e., ‘‘When answering the

questions regarding a typical 9th grade class I …’’) using two 5-point scales ranging

from 1 (did not think at all) to 5 (thought very hard) and from 1 (did not put in any

effort) to 5 (put in a lot of effort). To receive individuals’ elaboration depth scores,

for each participant the two ratings were averaged. Internal consistency of the items

was satisfactory (r = .66). In a final step, participants were thanked for participa-

tion, paid, and fully debriefed.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Manipulation check

The manipulation of elaboration depth was successful. Participants in the high

elaboration depth condition reported a significantly deeper elaboration (M = 3.91,

SD = 0.79) than participants of the low elaboration depth condition (M = 3.25,

SD = 0.73), t(77) = –3.86, p\ .001, d = 0.87.

3.2.2 Assessment of task difficulty

The mean of participants’ difficulty ratings for the 9th graders was 2.90

(SD = 0.67). We conducted a linear regression with depth of elaboration

(0 = low, 1 = high) and task difficulty assessments for the self (Difficself) and

their interaction term as the predictors of task difficulty assessments for a 9th grade

class (Difficother) as the dependent variable. Again, a significant coefficient was

expected for the interaction terms of the experimental condition (low vs. high

elaboration depth) and Difficself.

The results of the regression can be seen in Table 2 (left column). R for the

regression was significantly different from zero, F(3, 75) = 2.70, p = .05.

Altogether, 9.8 % (6.2 % adjusted) of the variability of Difficother was predicted

by the independent variables. As predicted, the interaction term of Difficself and

experimental condition showed a statistically significant effect in the equation,

t(76) = 2.33, p = .023. The standardized coefficient was b* = .34. We again used

the recoding procedure by Cohen et al. (2003) to investigate the nature of this

interaction. The effect of the self-related assessment of task difficulty (as

represented by Difficself) on the assessment of task difficulty for the 9th graders

(as represented by Difficother) for the low elaboration depth condition was revealed

as we coded low elaboration depth to be 0 and high elaboration depth to be 1. Given

this coding and as expected, the main effect of Difficself was not significant, t\ 1

(see left column of Table 2). Accordingly, to test the influence of the self-related
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assessment of task difficulty on the assessment of task difficulty for the 9th graders

for the high elaboration depth condition, we coded high elaboration depth to be 0

and low elaboration depth to be 1. Given this coding and as expected, the main

effect of Difficself was significant, t(76) = 2.83, p = .006, indicating that the

assessment of task difficulty for a 9th grade class increased with higher self-related

assessment of task difficulty (see right column of Table 2; Fig. 2).

3.3 Discussion of study 2

The results replicated the findings of Study 1 using an educational setting. As

expected, teacher trainees who were involved in deeper elaboration when assessing

task difficulty for 9th graders more closely relied on their own difficulty rating than

teacher trainees of the control group. Thus, teacher trainees also projected their own

difficulty ratings onto students more strongly the deeper they elaborated.

Table 2 Summary of regression analysis for variables predicting task difficulty assessment for 9th

graders depending on the coding of elaboration depth in study 2

Variable Coding of elaboration depth

(0 = low, 1 = high)

Coding of elaboration depth

(0 = high, 1 = low)

B SE(B) b* B SE(B) b*

Elaboration depth -.04 .22 -.02 .04 .22 .02

Difficself -.04 .15 -.04 .48 .17 .48**

Elaboration depth 9 Difficself .52 .22 .34** -.52 .22 -.39**

N = 79. For coding of elaboration depth, in the left column, elaboration depth is coded as follows:

0 = low elaboration depth, and 1 = high elaboration depth. For coding of elaboration depth, in the right

column, elaboration depth is coded as follows: 0 = high elaboration depth, and 1 = low elaboration

depth. Difficself task difficulty assessments for the self. ** p\ .05

Fig. 2 Difficulty assessment for 9th graders as a function of difficulty assessment for the self and
elaborations depth condition
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4 General discussion

Previous research demonstrated peoples’ problems to accurately assess task

difficulty for others (e.g., Nickerson et al. 1987). Based on theoretical assumptions

about the question how one assesses what others know (Nickerson 1999), we argued

that such problems are partially a consequence of social projection and, furthermore,

that the degree of social projection is moderated by elaboration depth. Specifically,

in two experiments we investigated the hypothesis that individuals demonstrate a

higher degree of social projection the more they elaborate what another person

might know. The results support our hypothesis by showing that the degree of social

projection varied as a function of elaboration depth: While individuals who deeply

elaborated their difficulty assessment for another person relied on their own

difficulty rating, individuals who elaborated less deeply did not. We interpret these

results in line with the assumption that people develop a mental working model of

an others’ knowledge when assessing what others know (Nickerson 1999).

Therefore, in the absence of information about the others’ meta-cognitions on item

difficulty, people preferentially use self-related knowledge of task difficulty when

assessing it for others. However, imputing one’s knowledge to others becomes

maladaptive if people overestimate the commonality of their knowledge. The results

of our experiments show that such overestimation can result from deep elabora-

tion—thinking thoroughly about task difficulty seems to make idiosyncratic difficult

information even more accessible and then to result in a higher degree of social

projection.

There are some limitations to our research. Firstly, the sample of our first

experiment consisted of students with different study subjects, but not of teachers.

Also, participants were asked to judge task difficulty for their best friend and not for

students. In the second experiment, the sample consisted of teacher trainees who

evaluated task difficulty for typical 9th graders. Thus, further studies should shed

light on the question if the results also hold for schoolteachers in educational

settings. A second issue is the dominance of women in the sample of Study 2: One

could argue that the findings hold for females only and, therefore, are not

representative for the population. However, for the more gender-balanced sample of

Study 1, we did not find any interaction effects for sex of participants, suggesting

the lack of gender differences in social projection regarding the assessment of task

difficulty. Further, one has to take into account that the predominance of females is

not specific for the sample, but rather for the population: The proportion of females

clearly exceeds the proportion of male teachers in nearly all western countries (see

for example Neugebauer et al. 2011). Thus, the findings from a female-dominated

sample give a more representative insight in the processes underlying teachers’

judgments of task difficulty.

Our findings have important practical implications for educational settings:

Accurately assessing task difficulty for students is considered a core aspect of

teachers’ diagnostic activities (Helmke and Schrader 1987). However, previous

research demonstrated that teachers have problems to accurately assess task

difficulty (van de Watering and van de Rijt 2006). According to our findings, one
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reason for this phenomenon might be social projection: When teachers have to

assess task difficulty, they usually lack knowledge about students’ meta-cognitive

reflections on task difficulty. This holds even when teachers are familiar with their

students’ previous performance on similar tasks (Impara and Plake 1998). Previous

performance does not hold any information about the effort students had to put into

solving the task. For example, if two students solved the same task successfully this

does not mean that the task was equally difficult for both of them. While one student

might have solved the task without much work, the other might have put real effort

into it. In lack of knowledge about students’ reflections on task difficulty, however,

teachers will likely think about their own experience with task difficulty during task

construction. Therefore, teachers are prone to impute their own knowledge

regarding task difficulty when assessing it for their students. Generally, this

approach might be a functional use of the teachers’ cognitive resources (compare

Nickerson 1999). It becomes maladaptive, however, if teachers overestimate the

commonality of their own difficulty knowledge. According to our findings, this can

occur when teachers deeply elaborate. Therefore, and when constructing exams,

teachers are well advised not to think about task difficulty too deeply, since deeper

elaboration does not necessarily lead to more accurate difficulty assessments.
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